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And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals,
and I heard, as it were the noise of thunder, one of
the four beasts saying, Come and see.
- Revelations 6: 1

In every assumption is contained the possibility ofits
opposite.
- Pam Houston
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Conquest Surrender

1

The Tao of The First Draft
Written in response to Anne Lamott's "Shitty First Drafts" in
her book Bird by Bird: Some Instruction on Writing and Life.

"It's not like you don't have a choice, because you do yourself."

you can either type, or kill

- Anne Lamott's friend
This witty article by Anne Lamott delves head first into writing and the preconceived notion that in order to be a great writer, every first draft must begin as gold
and end up as a diamond. However, she quickly debunks this ideal world in which most
of us dream. She humbles throughout, her text poking fun at this silly and misleading
thought that sometimes keeps us from finishing or rather, believing that we can produce great pieces of writing because of our "shitty first drafts." She takes our confused,
discouraged minds away of the smoky mirrors of perfectionism and introduces us to
the familiar mess we all once knew in writing as children. Taking us back to our roots
and saying the way to great writing begins essentially with much ambiguity and fun!
Reminding us to let go of our adulthood ideas of how writing should be done, and
begin to love again the imperfect origins in which all "great" pieces of work spawn from .
One must note that 'Great' is all in the mind, sure one piece of work may pull in more
money than the other giving it the perception of greatness, but that does not mean the
other works lack the same amount of greatness. Although that is an entirely different
discussion of its own, it is intended to show the weary writer stuck at the beginning of
another long journey across the desolate "draft," that the greatness of any piece of writing can be achieved regardless of how it begins.
I applaud Anne for showing us writers the courage we possess yet often fail to
recognize every time we venture into a draft. Her humility in her own writing makes it
not only relatable, but gives enough understanding to help us pass our mental barriers. The mental barriers all of us build. We truly are our own worst critics, and I cannot
agree with her enough that we must return to our inner child for guidance. Let the adult
back in when it is time for the editing and revision. Start simple, as diamonds don't
begin as diamonds or gold or silver or even bronze. Hell, diamonds don't even begin as
something worth looking at. People may prefer silver over gold, bronze over diamond,
but it is you who ultimately decides for your work what it is for you. If it is great to you,
well then it is great. But that will never change how it began and how the next piece of
writing will begin and should begin ... Shitty.

Ian Barrett
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Silver Lake Flat

Undsay Daniels
3

Curious Blindness
I suffer from

clear
in conversations

a

I cannot afford

curious
blindness.

a

ticket to.

I see your hand
light grip
on a

You question
crumpled yellow

plain yellow
number two,
steady

poetry.

I deny:
the invention, not mine.

rasping strokes
of

You
discourse brightly,

graphite grey, curling
useful

on this
mutual inclination

I, stiff and

numbers.

faceless white

I hear your name which
rings when

mannequin
cut

spoken

us

a bell of bronzed

down to
pleasantries.

recognition.
You murmur those
my

I know the way you
move

three syllables-I blink,
baffled by
a stranger's
unexpected remembrance.
Your voice

how your hair
falls
the dark mountain
folds
of your sleeve.
The unknown:
irrelevant?

recall, deep

but
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the shade of your
eyes

shape of your
face
expressions paired with
words.
I fear to twist
two inches
let a green
gaze be
shared in friendship.
Were you dismayed
bymy
blank
thanks
and your
courteous door
swinging back
to

greet you?

In silence I
hope for your apathy
while footsteps
recede
into
echoes.

Mekay!a Brooks

Erased-Disclosed pt, 4
Ivan de Monbrison
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Memento

Franklin Timpson
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an excerpt from

Drawing My Way Back Home
It was a simple drawing for my simple life; at this point I had no worries about
anything. I knew that in the morning my masterpiece would be gone. The sprinklers
would systematically shower the rainbow of colors off the driveway, into the gutter, and
down the drain. But that never bothered me. Sometimes I would stand and watch as
the colors mixed and the perfect picture didn't look so perfect anymore. It was exciting
and new, this hobby of mine; it left me questioning the possibility of there being more
to life. As life went on I began to realize that things weren't really as simple as the chalk
masterpiece I flawlessly created over and over again on my concrete canvas. I learned
that there were many more emotions I could put on the faces of those stick figures. An
upside down U indicating sadness, a little squiggly line for the mouth to show confusion, you could even show that a person was angry by tilting their eyebrows towards
each other.
Years later when I entered my freshman year I decided to run for Student Body
Officer and won! I was given the position of the school artist. I was so excited I could
barely stand it. My parents beamed as I told them the news over dinner that night. The
next year of my life was consumed with drawing; posters, banners, yearbook covers, you
name it. My drawing abilities had made me popular, or at least that is what I thought.
I didn't only draw for school functions; I drew in my free time as well. One of my first
major projects was a mosaic composed of oil pastels. Up close my piece presented itself
as a multitude of different colored dots; however, upon taking a few steps back one was
able to see the bigger picture. For this first large-scale foray into the world of art, I chose
to do a portrait of Christ to present to my parents. I've never seen a bigger smile on
their faces as I unveiled my present to them. It was matted, framed and hung proudly in
the front room of the house for everybody to see. However, every time I went into the
room I felt like His eyes were watching me and I soon found myself avoiding that room
at all costs.
I began to realize life was more complicated than I had ever imagined during
my colorful journey through childhood. Looking around me, I no longer saw bright
green grass with flowers scattered throughout. In fact, I began to question why I ever
drew it like that in the first place. In the real world there were never flowers popping
up in the middle of yards or fields; that simply wasn't right. They were supposed to be
tucked up close to a person's house, uniformly placed in a flower bed. At this point, I
began to question why I was the person I was and how I had ended up where I was. I
began to make choices for myself, trying to figure out what would make ME happy, as
opposed to actions that would only delight my parents. This is when my life truly began
to take shape. I didn't have any idea of how I wanted things to turn out so I started experimenting. I experimented with everything, trying to figure out what I liked and what
I wanted. My life was the canvas and I was the artist. I was finally the one in control.

Kylie Obray
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Seas Too Far To Reach

Sleep had somehow escaped her, and lying there wide awake in the early predawn hours had Abby dreading the long day ahead. Work, and lots of it. She restlessly
kicked the bed sheets off of her feet as she rifled through her memory for any fading
moments of when she could last confidently say she was content. No results found. It
was all a drowsy haze of therapy and pills and a job she had grown to hate and hopeless,
relentless, tiresome depression: things that were out of her control.
Even her relationship with Margot, her loving girlfriend of two years, seemed
to be lacking lately. She felt like she was at fault for this, like all her troubles and issues
had been pushing her away for some time now. She felt that Margot would end up leaving her, just like everyone else, (although Margot had given her no indication of this).
After pining for Margot for nearly five years, she was finally hers. Only now she wasn't
pining for a way to bring them together but a way to keep them together.
She closed her eyes and thought of the time they visited a beach while on
vacation in California. It was cloudy, windy, and cold. The forecast called for scattered
showers. It was by no means the picturesque California beach weather they had imagined. But they had walked along the shore, anyway, exploring tide pools and even a separate little beach you could get to if the tide was low enough. The tide was indeed low
enough, but only if you were quick enough. Margot immediately jumped at the chance
to beat the swiftness of the waves, but her opportunity was shot down by a thunderous
crash and the taste of salt water in her mouth. She didn't even have time to scream. The
water receded to reveal her clothes covered in sand - pants, shirt, undershirt, jacket,
underwear, all of it. They laughed and laughed, and the sounds of their laughter echoed
off the rocks and jagged cliffs surrounding them, coming back into their mouths as if recycling them. And soon Abby realized she was only laughing to shake the fear of Margot
being carried out impossibly far from shore, from her.
Opening her heavy eyes, Abby looked toward the body sleepily sighing next to
her and tried to focus her eyes in the dark. All she could make out was a vague lump in
the blankets with some bits of hair at the top. On a quick inhale, the sighing turned into
a loud, escalating snore. She had the sudden desire to reach over and touch her, but as
she began to extend her arm the dark, homogenous, snoring creature awoke.
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"Poopy," Margot moaned. "Are you still awake?"
"Yes," Abby replied, reluctantly, hating that it was true.
"Get some sleep."
"I know. I'm trying."
"I love you," said Margot, here meaning "good night".
"I love you, too."
Abby inched closer to Margot, found her cheeck with her lips and kissed it.
She scooted her body over to find that comforting place where her body fit next to Margot's perfectly. Lifting an arm over her waist, she gently rested it on the curve of Margot's
back. Here she settled down to try to finally get some rest.
She tried to focus her breathing and relax her body. But all she could do was
focus on the rhythm of the breathing next to her. And so she decided she would match
it, or try to anyway. Inhale. Exhale. Inhale. Exhale. Inhale. Exhale. lnh-. But trying to
focus on this only proved to distract her from actually relaxing. She resumed her natural
breathing habits, but kept mindful of the pattern of inhale's and exhale's next to her. As
she began to find herself in that inexplicably comforting bridge between consciousness
and unconsciousness, the soft sighs next to her seemed to sound like waves upon a sea
too far to reach. And, riding those waves, she let them take her far, far out to sea.

Christina Vidal
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The Rock in My Life
You are the rock in my life.
But sometimes I don't need a rock.
I need the dirt, the wind, the water, the sun.
I need something more than just steadiness.
It's hard to break your outer layer.
I chip and scratch for years.
I get a glimpse of a much simpler ecosystem inside,
No natural disasters, because everything is as it seems.
No hidden dangers.
But there are walls around everything.
My hurricane force might not be enough.
I can't break your walls.
Stop being a rock. I don't need a rock right now.
Be my earth that moves and changes.
Be my beautiful, perfect, disaster.

Misha Busch
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Prince

Karen Hogan
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Board Slide Handrail

Kwami Adzitso
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Kaleidoscopic Reveries
Kaleidoscopic reveries pass before my resting eyes,
I drift aboard the crystal ship as consciousness dies.
Mystic ship voyaging me to worlds you never fathomed.
I travel through the vortex, reality no longer fastened.
The actions taking place here much more real than waking moments,

These visions feeding fires seem to fuel my inner poet.
I flee from earthly being as I hurdle through dimensions;
Who or what transports me? : Undecipherable intentions.

Jardin Hartley
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an excerpt from

A Piece of Everything
Do you know what it means to be afraid? Like the last time you will sleep in
your bed at home, the night before you set off for college or university? Or the hugs
goodbye you give to your closest friends? Like when you part with promises that you'll
see each other next year and the years after that when you know this is the last time and
that teenage promises stay dormant in a vat of youth? Like when you're told of horrors
in the world and you realize you don't care? And you're seized by terror that you've lost
your humanity, your empathy and what is supposed to make you human? Like when
you cry by yourself with a sad song or a tender moment and you just feel so alone. I do,
and I am crippled by dissatisfaction and panic that there's something I'm missing out
on. Just at that moment, I was reminded of a quote by F. Butler, "everyone who terrifies
you is sixty-five percent water. And everyone you love is made of stardust, and I know
sometimes the night sky is no home, and you have cried yourself to sleep enough times
that you are down to your last two percent, but nothing is infinite, not even loss. You are
made of the sea and the stars, and one day you are going to find yourself again."
Do you know what it means to live? Like the time you ran down a hill like a
maniac, screaming your head off, wind in your hair, skin burnt dry by the oxygen that
engulfs you; that takes your breath as often as it gives. Like the time you felt your heart
break for any reason; a dead pet, a lost friend, some part of yourself that was left behind
in the race to grow up. I do, in a world of social media, there are plenty of reminders
about how lackluster my life is. I feel at blame that I haven't given everything up to have
an adventure. I am made to be ashamed that I sit in the confines of security and just
exist quietly, while other people are 'truly living' . I don't know these people, but they are
there and they are always the 'other' ones.

Alma Avdagic
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Double Rum

Christina Vidal
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Salt Lake Architecture

Robin Glassey
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An Address
To her who compels the hearts of men,
For she ostends nature's lovely flower.
Of her, men fervently wish to win
In flourishing years of lovely hour.
Her sinuous figure of sweet delight
Obliges love's prospect in verdant spring.
For many men woo her morning ti! night,
Yet only one yields her love's promise ring.
For her, love shall copiously comply
Beside her beauty in transient year;
For him, to satisfy yet then imply
Trespass to endear time's treasonous sear.
Her passion shall be love's proof of decree,
For love's act shall not tell a dire lie.
Yet should he see ever to disagree,
Only to ask himself, why did love die?

Rich Hamilton
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an excerpt from

The Driving Force of Prada
Complexity of form and individuality is what governs the design ethos of Mrs.
Prada. In her younger days she was an extreme leftist in her political alignments, at one
time both an activist in the Communist Party of Italy and filling a role as an ardent
feminist. It is from this view that spawned an interest in what it is to be woman, what
femininity means and even in contrast, what masculinity means.
Their purposes and tropes are of endless inspiration to her, in a recent collection of hers for the label Miu Miu (another namesake brand under the umbrella of the
Prada Group), she was quoted as saying, "Those stripy stockings have different associations from prostitute to schoolgirl". The intellectual meat of her designs is found in
such perceptions and contradictions, cloth is her medium to analyse social climate and
perceptions of women, luxury, modernity and the elite.
It is this analysis that spawned the meteoric rise of her inherited business
with the design of one very fateful black, nylon backpack in the mid 80s. In her own
words, "I wanted to do something that was nearly impossible, make nylon luxurious.
But obviously it made sense to people because, if you think about it, now black nylon
is everywhere". It is with this irreverence towards classically defined concepts ofluxury
and beauty that Prada has made her name. Something as banal as nylon made luxury
suddenly brought forth questions to the consumer - just what am I buying? What is
luxury? Mrs. Prada initiated the idea of rebellion of the luxurious within luxury; a chord
that hit home particularly hard.
But then, Mrs. Prada has always been a rebel, even before her immersion into
the realm of inauthenticity. As a teenage girl, her strict and conservative mother would
only allow her to wear 'sensible' brown shoes, however, Mrs. Prada had other ideas.
Voguepedia, a derivative of the world renowned Conde Naste publication, and a veritable tome of knowledge on all things en mode, quotes Mrs. Prada in reference to her
upbringing as saying, " [I was dreaming] of pink shoes, red shoes, pink dresses. Anything
with color. Exciting underwear" . Perhaps a bit silly, but it is this rebellious spirit that
forged her fervor for oddness and the forsaking of normality. Mrs. Prada would later go
on to be a doctorate in Political Science, but rather than find a government position,
she soon found herself studying to be a mime at the Piccolo Teatro, the first permanent
theatre ofltaly. She wore Yves Saint Laurent dress suits to Communist rallies (though
she is quick to downplay the extreme leanings of her views; every young person in Italy
was a Communist in those days) . But to so unceremoniously endorse capitalism (or
perhaps just craftsmanship) whilst rebelling against the very institutions which provided
her upbringing and status, again Prada established herself as a rebel among rebels.
Though her pursuits are less world changing from a political standpoint, they
are equally as if not more grandiose in stature. In an industry dominated by perceptions of beauty, what it is to be beautiful and what constitutes femininity, Mrs. Prada
has turned these notions upside down and for a great profit. Credited frequently as
being the first of her peers to question these ideals, she gained particular renown for her
creation of the aesthetic 'ugly chic.' Prior to this revelation was the work of the great de-
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signers of the 80s -Versace, Gaultier, Mugler - and their excessive glamor and glitz. Mrs.
Prada initiated an uprising, dismantling the overtly sexual designs of those listed prior
and brought intellect to the clothing with cool, slouchy silhouettes and a more subversive, and subtle, sexuality. She refers to this sector of her work with no small amount of
pride, saying:

If I have done anything, it is to make ugly appealing. In fact, most of my work is concerned with destroying - or at least deconstructing - conventional ideas of beauty, of the
generic appeal of the beautiful, glamorous, bourgeois woman. Fashion fosters cliches of
beauty, but I want to tear them apart. An important aspect of my work is exploring what
beauty means today.

Thomas Costello

Sunset Peak and Lake Catherine

Lindsay Daniels
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Assignment #1 The Number Two

2>1

M+A=2
A+M-M=2 - M = 1
1. One person goes on a mission for two years, leaving behind his friend and possible
soul mate.
If they decided not to let things fall apart, how many letters would it take to keep M and
A together?

A+M-M = 1

A=l
M= 1
M + 12 L =A+ 12 L < 2
L < 12/12
2. If M hears about an unfortunate event in Xs life and cannot write anything but
scribbles in his journal that night, how long will it take for him to start writing better
journal entries?
200 P(8.5)(1 l)= 2.5 Nights
3. IfM sees the electronic testimony of A on Mormon.Org and is stricken by his emotions of missing her, how many hours will it take for M to get his butt back to work?
M (every time they talked on the phone when he walked home from middle school/
every other crush he had) - his commitment to his faith - his stubbornness + his hopeless
romanticism - some heartfelt prayers = the rest of the day.
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4. If M writes A a letter confessing that friendship was not all that was involved in their
relationship--dreams, fantasies, and the strongest emotional connection felt with a person of the opposite sex--in hopes that she herself will not go on a mission, but be there
when he gets home, how much will that help him focus on his mission?
M(hopeless romanticism squared) - worries about needing to write that = much more
calm, but even more attached.

5. If M gets home from Texas to discover A has arrived in Texas to see another letter of
the alphabet, that A really did love M but had also met C, and C and M can't coexist,
and M asks A to date and A gives wishy washy answers till M sees her in person a week
later, and A says it's over and M has just lost his best friend, what does M + A equal?
M+A
M + A = every time we talked + every tear shed over the phone and over your knee +
every happy memory and frustrating thought + every time I wanted to kiss you but
couldn't + every time you showed me your journal and I misread it + every time you said
that you weren't sure why we weren't together two years too late (too determined to be
too accidental) + every laugh we chuckled in conjunction + your deep smile + pumpikin
eater + two proms + every emotional outburst good and bad I had concerning you when
you weren't even there to emote about, but that you were so clear in my mind that I
didn't need to see your eyes to know that you were a person corporeal + you set the bar
too high, too high to be even touched by the tallest molecule of the closest girl < 2.

M+X=2
X~A

Matthew Curtis
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Canyonlands

Lindsay Daniels
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Summa

I am the half-hidden tremble in the hand that crafted hell
I am the thousand-yard stare
The blurring of an eider's star
I am the unapologetic decadent who inspired an entire aristocracy to lisp
In birth I bruised my mother's hips
with raging fists
The cord of life a throbbing noose
the afterbirth, a eucharist
I am the eunuch whose true name cannot be cut off
an orphan never to be born again
I am the advocate of a more virulent form of justice
I am the sheep that bites the hand that shears
I am the lips of that lamb, smiling I weep and shiver
I am a she-wolf pup skinned alive, yet breathes and cries!
I am the half-hidden tremble in the hand that crafted hell
I am the leper's tailor
Mine, the scars and reek of boiling pitch and feathers!
I am that flickering green light
that crackles down the masts of whaling ships at night-I am the one true god of Ahab, who cried:
"A dead whale or a stowed boat!"
I am the survivor of abortifacts
I am she who rides upon her sister's back
I bear the straight and narrow tire tracks across my shins
I am the living she-wolf pup who breathes and cries, though I've been skinned!
And yet I grin ...
I am the half-hidden tremble in the hand that crafted hell.

Wren K Osborne
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War Peace
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To the Gods

All Men,
let us lay down our arms,
all of them.
They can always be picked back up.
But let us all lay them down,
as a moment of silence.
And let no one speak until there is rust on our guns.
Let us show the heavens this;
let them shudder once.

Mike Newsome
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Dove

David Huish
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Naples

Ashley Thompson
28

Harlequin
Harlequin, dancing joyfully, beautifully with painted brow.
A shroud that hides sorrow filled eyes from the laughing crowd.
A horde with sovereign reign that rains only insults you turnaround.

As you prance and dip distain and sweat on painted lips.
With silent rage dish out your quips, viper tongue upon gingered lips.
Least the smile turns to frown on the head ordained by crown.
For fear moves quick like daggers tips and laughter is your final sound.

Zachary Thompson
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an excerpt from

Daybreak
I caught sight of my reflection in one of the windows and cringed. Being covered in fermented molasses smells bad and looks worse. Next time I blow something up
to get away from the baddies I'll stay far, far away from the rum distillery.
Or I could avoid getting chased in the first place. That made a good deal of
sense, but not even my powerful abilities of self-delusion could convince me that it was a
possibility. The only way to avoid getting chased, shot at, or covered in noxious substances was to leave the job unfinished.
No way was that going to happen.
The sound of rubble being shoved around broke my grim concentration. Three
pounds of C4 and still kicking? Well, time to make up a plan B.
I checked my sidearm and scowled. Obviously the molasses would seep
through every crack and clog the chamber. I'd probably gotten it all on me, leaving none
for the . .. whatever it was. I still hadn't gotten a good look at what had been chasing me.
I had the distinct impression it had antennae, though.
I hadn't actually known I'd be blowing up a huge 100 gallon tank of molasses
when I'd set my charge and ran. I wasn't far enough away to avoid getting hit by chunks
of debris and a wave of hot goo. I'd hoped the goo was bits of my pursuer. It's been a bad
day when you'd rather be covered in monster slime than a sticky sugar by-product.
It was probably going to get worse. I was in no shape to run, I was pretty sure
I was bleeding, and there was no help to be expected from the town. When my deputy
had come into the office and told me something had gotten loose from the farm, I'd
expected him to strap on some extra ammo and help me, but instead he hung up his hat
and hid under his desk.
That was the biggest problem with this job. Everyone was just too damn used
to monsters, ghosts, and God knows what else. The unofficial town motto was 'Hide
until it Blows Over.' Children's hide and seek championships were considered one of the
more important parts of the school curriculum.

Jennifer Wood
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T-Rex

Sherrie Hogan
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So Bent

Let's take a moment and let everything just flow out
Breath in the silence and exorcise the negative
Find the time to embrace the worries you have and let go
Good times can only be rare gradual granted incidents
Seek out the light
Question everything
Leak out the fright
Discover meaning
It will be hidden and frail on the surface
Seem to look hollow and stale from a distance
But once you find it you will sink it's roots deep
You will not mind all the worries that you keep
Hold them tight,
your fears
and self lack
Hold them high
above your head
safe and intact
Stir and wallow in the world and its differences
Willfully swallow that pride that's got you bent

Colton Bybee
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La Cauchemar
Then I drove away in my limousine
Kinda living somewhere between
Vincent Price and Bela Lugosi
I learned everything I know
From Monsters and Al Capone
Light my cigar slow
when I do so
Clouds get stuck in my head
From first flame till bed
Can't see past my tinted windows
Usually with ghouls with faces
Like they'll never be alone
Acting like their faces
Don't say "I can never be alone"
"You fucking bastard
You killed all my friends"
You know what witch
Maybe I did
Take their striped toes
Strap them to wooden poles
And light a holy fire like
It was 1654
But who's to say?
I'm probably half dead anyway
That would go to explain
Why my conscience can fade away
And why a cool thirty-two degrees
My skin is liable to stay

Next time I'm in doubt
I'll say Bloody Mary three times
Find Dracula and a mirror
See where our reflections lie
And together work our lives out
But till then I'm still
Biting witches in their necks
And brewing vile potions
To get little kids sick
"We're not wicked
We just lack social niceties"
Says the Pharaoh's Mummy
While me and Werewolf laugh
And look for fresh young prey
When the Devil needs guidance
He prays directly to me
In fact my phone
Is a direct line to all fiery
Levels of hell below
I arrive at my castle
Step out of the limo
Go inside, lay my head
Inside my coffin shaped bed
Tomorrow night I'll lurk about again
Haunting the dreams of mothers
Creating shadows in sheets of lovers
Showing them where fear begins

Zachary Smith
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Repeat Repeat
I

When I was fourteen years old, I took a job as a sweeper at an elementary
school close to my home. As a sweeper, I cleaned and sanitized door handles, sinks,
telephones, anything germs could touch, really. As a child, I had no idea how much this
monotonous cleaning would later effect me, but at the moment, all that mattered was
that I could earn minimum wage.

It started slowly; an urge to better wash my hands, to get that last smudge off
of the glass I was cleaning ,the need to jump over the cracks in the sidewalk. By the time
spring came, I felt out of control. I went straight from my junior high to my sweeping
job every Monday through Friday. I began at 3:10 P.M. and tried my best to leave by
4:30 P.M. When I began the job in the fall, this wasn't a problem. But as my impulses
began to control my life, I would get out later and later. It was one of these days that I
left by 5:00 P.M. I had been feeling flustered all day. It had gotten to the point where I
rarely wanted to talk, I just wanted to be alone in the solitude of my bedroom so I could
lie on the floor and sink into nothingness, a place where I could steady my breath and
calm the turmoil of thoughts that repeatedly raged in my head. After work, I always
felt the great need to get home. If I didn't get home quickly enough, it felt as if my day
was already gone. Whenever I left work, I would take a small path that cut through the
neighborhood that wraps around the school. Next, I would cross a small street. Walk
another minute and I would be at the next crosswalk which cut across a busy two-way
road.
One day in the spring of the ninth grade year, after I felt that the elementary
school was as clean as I would allow it, I headed to the nearest exit. But before I opened
the door, I had a series of thoughts:

IfI open the door,

then _

will happen.

To stop _from happening, I need to hold my breath while I open the door.
No, to stop _from happening, I need to hold my breath once I am outside.
I need to hold my breath until the path.
I need to hold my breath until I reach the end of the path.
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Following my impulses like I always did that year, I steadied my shoulder backpack, arranged my hair back, and got ready to run. The moment I opened the door, the
moment my foot hit the pavement, I was all energy and no breath. My feet beat against
the pavement while my heart beat against my lungs, both already screaming for air. I
made it to the entrance of the path and willed myself to keep going.

If I don't hold my breath and run,

then surely _

will happen.

Running across the path, I felt sick. My stomach was now in my ribcage, my
heart doing flip-flops, my lungs about to explode. My shoulder backpack smacked
against my thighs; binders, pencils, books, whatever I felt the need to bring to school,
busy at work bruising my thighs.
Halfway there, halfway there . ..

A few steps to the end of the path and I change my mind:
I need to run to the farthest crosswalk or_ will happen.

It's no time to argue with myself, so I keep running. I run through the first
crosswalk, barely checking to see if any cars are coming. My lungs now feel puffed up
and swollen, I've been holding my breath so long. My heart beats much too quickly,
begging for some oxygen. My whole body screams, "Why would you do this to me?"
but I press on. My legs are weak and the bottoms of my feet sting, but I press on, not
because I want to, but because I feel I need to. I scream apologies to myself in my head;
I curse myself for falling into this trap of self abuse. I reach the crosswalk and let the air
I've been holding in back out. I take big, gulping breaths, trying to expand and contract
my lungs as best as I can. I want the most air and I want the very least. My heart continues to pound against my chest, trying to take in this sudden change of oxygen. I press
my palms against my knees, trying to steady myself I shift my bag to the other shoulder.
I look up and see across the busy road. My body still cries. So do my eyes. I head home.

Bizabeth Miner
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The Simple Things

Nachelle Christianson
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Life of Nature

Coveted by all
Sakura trees with perfect blooms
Peach blossoms

A withered Rower
Bright lit bloom once was
Shall long be again

The end of falls crest
The beginning of winter
Love the snow I think

Sara Doe/le
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an excerpt from

Hideout
"Are you sure this is the right room Sarren? There are dozens of tenants that
live in this Apartment. This one, right here, is the exact place? They all look the same,
how could you know?"
Sarren collected his lucky lighter from his helmet. He thumbed the worn
blackened spade engraved on the front then jerked it open, bringing a small flame to life.
Ember erupted from his thick cigar and glowed as he inhaled slowly. Rampart crossed
his arms, stretched his neck impatiently, and kept an unsteady stare on his commander's
cigar.
"You still have that thing?! We jumped out of a plane, mowed down squads of
Nazis, survived your nightmarish driving, and you still manage to hang on to that one
cigar. It's not even a cigar anymore, it's a nub!" Rampart took a breath and regained his
position.
Smoke fumed from his commander's nose, the ashy grey matched the hair concealed by his offset helmet. He presented Rampart an overconfident bridged grin. The
private arched an eye while cocking his head steadily. Sarren retrieved the stogie and
mentioned with annoyance, ''At this rate we don't need weapons to fight this war. We
can jus' show the Germans your repulsive mug. When they counterattack, finish them
off with your damn nagging!"
He returned the smoke and drew in a calming lungful. "Despite all that. I've
got a good feeling about this one .." Rampart tried to protest but failed to be quick
enough. Sarren roared a raging battle cry, "TRICK OR TREAT!!" with a forceful grunt.
Before the cry could die off into the vacant air, Sarren leaned back and planted his battle
scarred boot to the door. The aged hinges were no contest for Sarren's brute strength but
neither was the door itself. Metal hinges buckled then snapped. Splintered wood caved
inward, and the aged pine entrance detached. Sarren's boot created a small portal within
the pine, leaving the rest of him still in the hallway. The private flinched as his commander's foot disappeared while the door itself failed to collapse in; It leaned forward
then backward, holding Sarren hostage by his ankle. The cherished cigar slid out of his
gaping mouth, colliding onto the dirtied floor, only to roll and vanish down the stairwell. "Dammit!! My foot's stuck in the door!"

Kenyon Brown
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The Slanty Shed

Keith Kramer
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Together

Ben Bigelow
40

an excerpt from

Laughter Yoga
We began with an exercise to get to know one another. Say your name, laugh.
Say what you like best about the park, laugh. Say your favorite color, laugh. "My name
is Mike, hahahaha. I like the stream the most in this park, hahahaha. My favorite color
is green, hahaha." I noted that some laughed harder than others so Dave is funnier than
Mike, trees are definitely funnier than swings and pink is hilarious. Next we did a series
of laughs consisting of themes. Barnyard animal laugh is where, going around the circle,
everyone chooses an animal and laughs like that animal. I chose a rooster; "ha! ha-ha ha
haaaaaaa!" Genius. Other notable animal laughs were the chicken, which consisted of a
younger guy laughing while running around and flapping his arms like wings; the sheep,
"baa-hahaha''; and the pig, complete with snorts. The little old Germanic woman did a
dog, and while nothing like a canine, I assure you it was the best performance of the day.
Next came vampire laughter, which consisted of raising the inside of your elbow to your
mouth, and letting out a 'Muahahahaha!' Moving on, we did rollercoaster laughter. We
formed a train, each person with their hands on the person in fronts' shoulders. Moving
slowly at first but steadily picking up speed our laughs began as 'ahhhs' until the top of
the ride, then 'whoosh'; hahahahaha! , a string of fools careening around the park as a
single laughing snake. Musical instruments, nerd, argument, compliment, phone call,
mouse, lion, and face stretching; all of these (and a few forgotten) were laughing exercises which I will let you imagine and act out in the privacy you may now find yourself
in.
The session was being held right next to the main road through the park, giving every person coming or leaving the opportunity to witness grown men and women
engaged in such goofy behavior, causing these spectators to laugh themselves. Laughter
is contagious, and the experts tell us the human brain cannot distinguish between 'real'
laughter and 'fake' laughter. It makes me think we are meant to laugh, on a basic physical level.
Everyone's laugh was different and unique, their own happy signature of their
soul. There is nothing offensive or out of place about someone's laugh. Some have more
of a giggle, while others have a deep belly laugh. Some people laugh through their noses
sometimes (I do), some through their teeth (I do this, too) . We all laugh with our eyes.
For our final exercise we all laid upon the ground, head to head, in a circular fan formation, looking at the sky. Our instructions were to laugh, and we did. As the minutes
ticked by I found myself unable to stop. The multitudes of laughter rose and fell like
waves, and just when you thought that we were done, someone would burst out again,
sending the rest into more uncontrollable laughter.

Mike Newsome
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Punk Rock Poser
We used to fight the good fight
with books and pamphlets and hunger strikes.
Now we casually tell 'the man' to take a hike
as we take a sip from our triple-shot soy lattes
from the coffee shop, whose windows
we should have put bricks through
instead of putting bucks in their tip jars.
We thought of Molotov cocktails
and sending pipe bombs in the mail
all before the bourgeois tricked you
and tricked me into thinking that fighting the system
had to be done from within.
We used to have x's on our hands
and patches on our backs,
now we get wristbands for our beer
and leave our vests in the closet.
We complain about the assholes and their very near
misappropriation of punk culture
with their gelled faux hawks.
We don't sound very punk rock anymore.
We step up to the ballot on election day,
because Chomsky told us to vote
but we're like Jill Stein who?
We end up throwing our votes away,
for every third party extremist
we think we might share a dream with.
And feel just a little more punk rock.
We used to hate our parents,
and rage against their machine.
Now we are the punk dads and hippie moms
we used to despise.
Bob told to us to get clean,
told us those chemicals would fuck us up.
God damn he couldn't have been more right.

Natalee \Af!ding
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Self Portrait

Eva Andrews
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Majestic Morn
Sweet are the rays
Of the sparkled sunrise
Softly revealing
The morning cries.
With the beauty oflife
Revived at dawn
By the blessed sound
Of the early bird's songs.
Their chirps and tweeting
Harmonies
Lead the chorus
Of awakening.
While the percussion of the ocean
Crashes on the shore,
With the waves and the waters
Creating a splashing score.
As the warm air blows
Between woodwind trees;
Above the mountians,
Through valleys.

Plucking the strings
Of the wheat as they grow;
Crossing through chilled tundra,
Frozen lake, and snow.
The noise enters the deserts
Wherein lies the snakes;
Stopping the howls
Of the wolves evening quakes.
Nature's music carries
North, south, east, west
To the inhabitants of the earth
To inspire their very best.
Majestic Morn!
Good day light
Take what was once asleep
And make it come alive.
Majestic Morn!
Open with your rays
A new day to enjoy
With a morning great as grace.

David E. Ahlman
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Before the Storm

Misha Busch
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Drawing My Way Back Home

Kylie Obray
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Fireworks
Tonight, deep, hollow thuds of explosions
dot the mountainous dark.
I, away, see the bright scorching of the sky
and a swelling exhale that drowns the stars.
Somewhere, people believe they understand.
They mute their mouths and lift their eyes
to the halting command of noise and fire.
Neighborhood dogs in their darkened fences
whine, unsettled by the sudden
searing of their overhead world, their air
as the green pool of the moon rises
through the smoke, its motherly glow
smothered in the tireless celebration
of dead ideas. Meanwhile,
in another country, the air is ripe
with burning flesh .
The distant bodies blister, rupture,
thick blood dissolves
into the blackness of the sky. Here,
they loudly dismiss the murder,
all those millions piling in silence.
Burning the sky. Taking apart the air.

Tyler Mortensen
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Famine I Feast
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Signed! XO
This whole damn club
Smells of your skin
Tastes of your blood
I saw you
A long time ago
When your skin was new
You got on stage
I saw every boy
Kneel down and pray
You ...
I know you
I know your every move
I know your every curve
One taste of your lips
I knew your every word
Autobiographies
On single bills
In dust and veins
I held you
A month or so
Then love was through
You let my hand go
A folded paper
Signed, XO
You .. .
I know you
I know your every move
I know your every curve
One taste of your lips
I knew your every word

Zachary Smith
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Summer Dream

Sherrie Hogan
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The Schwan Man

In our little town there was an ice cream delivery truck. We lovingly called the man who
delivered the ice cream "The Schwan Man." He was an older gentleman, not as old as
my grandpa, but still silver haired. He was thin and had a very rough voice, the kind of
voice that makes you think a person might need a lozenge. Whenever the Schwan Man
drove into town, my siblings and I knew we were in for a treat. Grandpa was a diabetic,
but his biggest weakness was ice cream. He loved all types of ice cream: rocky road,
caramel praline, strawberry, and vanilla. Grandpa was an ice cream addict. We used to
sing a song about the ice cream man; Grandpa would lead us, "I scream, you scream, we
all scream for ice cream!"
As soon as the Schwan Man pulled up to our little home on the west side of main street,
Grandpa gathered the grandkids and handed us the Schwan ice cream catalog full of all
the many choices. So many choices for our little mouths to choose from. We were wideeyed. Did we want the little cups with the fudge swirls in the vanilla ice cream? How
about the fruity push pops? Or maybe those strawberry ice cream bars with the coating
of nuts on the outside? Of course Grandpa already knew what he wanted. He knew
from the second the Schwan man pulled up.
"What will it be, Merril?" The Schwan Man would ask.
"Have you kids agreed on something yet?" Grandpa would grin down at us with a
twinkle in his eye.
"We want the ice cream cups with the fudge swirls!"
"Okay, we will get the ice cream cups for the kids and a tub of the caramel praline for
your grandma."
The Schwan Man would complete the transaction with a smile and wink. The anticipation grew in the hearts of my siblings and me. We would run into our grandparent's
house to enjoy our treat with Grandpa. He would give us each an ice cream cup and a
spoon, and, if Grandma wasn't around, dish himself up a bowl of ice cream. We each
enjoyed our treats and we were off to the back yard to play with the dogs and swing in
the tire swings Grandpa had hand crafted.

AnnaLee VanDyke
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Look Closer

Franklin Timpson
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Mediterranean Fisherman

Val Oouroux
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In Tidal Lock
Ohmy!
The ocean's blushing.
In ripples red
remain the stain
of happy meetings.

It soon will pass.
She thinks, she thinks.
He'll soon be gone,
won't see.
1hat satellite
that shows at night
that every day is different.
Every turn brings something
new.
But that's just what's reflected,
it's only what shows.

If only his friend the ocean knew
no matter his angle
that's shone by the sun,
she still is
his best dream.

Matthew Curtis
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The Apple

I had purchased an apple and treated it no differently than any other apple I had used
before, except this one was of astonishing beauty. In fact, I recognized the red color was so
vibrant that I was reluctant to devour it. Instead I placed it on the table and let the glow
of the natural sunlight highlight its edges and hide its imperfections. For a while I didn't
realize there were any. It was a typical red apple and I had had many before.
Because of my obsession, I toyed with the apple, teasing it now and then where it retained
my touch, but constantly admiring its beauty. It became a sort of pet for me and thus, I
couldn't eat it, but I still treated it like any other possession.
Then, after a while, I started to notice unclean things about it. No longer was it as vibrant
as I remembered. Originally, it was the sin oflust and seduction that lured to me, but now
I was constantly staring at the small bruises that looked like the shape of my hand and had
developed from my care. Its mush began to peel. I was appalled. I was reminded of the
original sin committed by Eve and her treason to mankind by being seduced by the fruit.
I was not going to be a part of it.
So there it sat, but no longer on a pedestal. Now it was tucked away on the countertop,
faced in peculiar positions to hide the bruises that started to besiege it. And I began to
hate it. A poisoned apple almost killed Snow White and I became bitter knowing that the
longer it stayed in this house, the more destructive it would be to me.
Some mornings I would enter the kitchen and it seemed to be greeting me with a glint
of shine reflecting from the rising sun. It was begging for my attention. Most mornings
it appeared lonely and depressed. I hated owning it and wanted nothing more to do with
it, but couldn't let it go. I did the minimum to care for it, knowing it could use more, but
I didn't want it to expect much from me. In a way, it knew me better than I knew myself
and I would wait until it was rotten before getting rid of it. I couldn't allow it to win even
though it was dictating my life.

Bradon Anderson
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School Days

Being homeless in Arizona is both a blessing and a curse. It means that you face
temperatures from the low 30s in winter to as high as the low 120s during the summer.
You most likely won't freeze, but you might get heatstroke or dehydrated really quickly
if you are not getting a lot of water. Also everything is so spread out that to get anywhere
you have to do a lot of walking. There were days that I would walk over 30 miles over
the course of the day.
Within two months of being on the streets I had no place to live, no vehicle,
and even the shoes I was wearing had holes in the bottom, but all of this didn't matter
if I couldn't get my memories back. What kind of person couldn't even remember their
own mother?
At first I would donate plasma in order to get something to eat, but even that
would fade away as I wasn't eating well and I would soon be turned away from the donation center. I didn't know any soup kitchens or food banks that would give me money,
so I was soon left with stealing books and then returning them to make a few bucks
and hopefully have some food in my stomach for a few days. There comes a point when
being always hungry moves past the hunger and into just another pain to move on with.
By this time I was down to around 112 pounds and sleeping on towels under a bush in a
field.
When the rain had finally stopped the next morning I decided to try to walk
myself dry. I hadn't anything to eat in two days and needed to find something to eat.
Oh, what I wouldn't give for something warm to eat. As I walked the realization of what
I had become hit me; I knew that if I kept focusing on the past and on my lost memories, I wouldn't last much longer. If there was any hope for me to have a future I would
have to give up on the past and move forward with my life. The loss of my memories
had become an anchor dragging me down. It was time that I use the anchor of my life
to start dragging myself up. While it wouldn't happen that day or that week, within a
couple weeks I had a new job and was sleeping on the couch of a guy who worked at the
convenience store where I stopped most days. I finally began to realize that my problems
didn't happen because of the accident or the other events but in how I responded to
them; in the end I was both the cause and the answer to my problems.

Christian Wood
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Tea llme

Austin Record
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Gray Man

Eva Andrews
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Joel Salatin The Lunatic Farmer

After a brief introduction, a beyond middle-aged, balding man wearing
glasses, a blue suit, a white shirt and a maroon tie is accompanied to a
podium by applause from the crowd. He has been invited to give a lengthy
speech to the employees of a Fortune 500 company. His appearance and
presence gives the impression that he may be a business executive providing knowledge on how to improve Google's business model. Right away
he appears to be a witty, charismatic, and articulate gesticulator. This orator opens by explaining that it took him ten minutes to get out of the hotel parking lot because his keycard wouldn't work. He then states that this
is no surprise because he has "anti-technology karma - but I sure can make
dancing earthworms." At this point, a late arriving uninformed spectator
may become confused. Earthworms? This man isn't what he seems. He is
not a CEO of a multi-national corporation, but instead is a farmer that
can usually be found wearing his wide suspenders and cowboy hat. Wait a
minute, aren't farmers supposed to be low-brow, uneducated, simple, inarticulate rednecks? Not Joel Salatin. Being just the opposite, he is helping
to bury antiquated ideas and prejudices in the world of animal husbandry.
"I am first and foremost a farmer, but not a very ordinary farmer. In fact, I'm
known as a Christian libertarian environmentalist capitalist lunatic." This
self-analyzing proclamation is how Joel Salatin proudly describes himself.

Daniel Grondahl
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Seasons

There is a theory by Sigmund Freud that people subconsciously put themselves into
situations that create turmoil in order to meet the desperate need to have that euphoric
feeling of everything working out and calming down. It seems so strange, yet also
almost cliche to long for the bad just to feel the good. Thorns on roses. Rain clouds and
rainbows. Hallmark card encouragement on motivational posters tacked to stuffy office
walls. Though, if my relationship with Eric was any indication, Freud may have been on
to something.
For years we fell in and out oflove and friendship and hate and resentment. Turmoil
that bled into calm and out again. People sometimes compare relationships that are
scrapped together with wild ups and downs to roller coasters. For me and Eric we looped
round and round more like a merry-go-round with morbid monsters and beasts made
of toothpicks and bear traps, waltzing with colorful docile farm and circus animals. We
circled in predictable yet unexpected weather patterns. Caught in seasonal moments that
could never survive the extreme heat of the Summer or Winter's icy breath, our calm
existed in the Springtime birth and Autumn death in between.
Our good times bloomed in vibrant pinks and greens. Crisp winds and quiet rain watercolored our history in reds and oranges. For us these seasons of our cycle were calm and
perfect. Close and kind.

Heather Graham
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Breakfast

Bizabeth Miner
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Colonel and Subway

Kenyon Brown
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Jared Fogle: the Man the Myth and the Legend
I

I

Jared, the formerly shy average height man who wears glasses, felt the
discomfort of being overweight and the humiliation and depression that accompanied, and was determined to do something about it. He became the original
weight loss celebrity, emerging prior to all of the popular weight loss television
shows such as "The Biggest Loser" or "Extreme Weightloss," or even the popular
"South Beach Diet," while doing it all on his own. America can't seem to get
enough of him because he always finds his way back on our televisions in Subway commercials and personal appearances.
Jared describes that his battle with weight began at a very young age.
He remembers binging in early elementary school. "I didn't just eat a bowl of
ice cream, I ate the whole container," he says. "I didn't eat a slice of pizza, I ate
the whole pizza." It's difficult to believe how much weight Jared lost with his
Subway diet. At the height of his weight in college, he weighed an excess of 425
pounds. Jared is no stranger to public embarrassment as a result of his size. Due
to his massive weight, he had a hard time making it through doorways, sitting
in desks at school, and often found himself in other embarrassingly humiliating
situations. He was someone who had little to no direction on how to lose weight,
but had the determination to do so.
During his college days, he lived five minutes away from his classroom.
Instead of taking the short walk, he would take a 45-minute bus ride to avoid it.
He concedes, "My whole life was about planning ahead to avoid embarrassing
situations."

David Souza
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Nothing Fades

Last night I dreamt you needed me
In the background
Melissa sang "No Souvenirs"
I whispered softly along
Wrapped in a haze of contentment
Emptiness banished.
Then unexpectedly, you touched me
And everything came slamming back,
The completeness and the hunger.

Rebecca Winsor
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New Orleans Magic
It was early January, only a few days into the new year, a freshly newborn 2004.
I did not feel the fresh air associated with new beginnings as my clouded mind felt like
it was in a never ending war with reality. I had just come out of the biggest mistake of
my life, a three month marriage to a cheater, a controlling and petty man. I had deluded
myself into believing I was in love, and as a result here I was, shadow boxing myself to a
pulp. "Will I ever find my way back?" I thought. "What is left of the true me that my ex
didn't destroy?" Little did I know that everything was about to change in a magical way.
A special phone call came on a not so special day, completely unexpectedly
from a friend in New Orleans, Louisiana. Michelle and I had met in an otherworldly
dimension, a computer game called EverQuest. Our friendship was the only spark in
the dark. Her warm voice was full of hints of adventure, laughter and possibilities, now
extending an invitation over the phone to Mardi Gras that coming February. Complex
emotions flooded me with self doubt. I was not sure ifI was ready to leave my comfortable misery, nor was I in the mood for carefree, foolish celebrations.
My divorce had me in a prison. I spent the majority of my time by myself,
shunning social events and neglecting my friends. I felt like a modern day Aurora, unable to wake up from a deep-rooted sleep. Except there would be no prince to stick his
tongue down my throat. "True love is bogus," I thought, "manufactured like Valentine's
Day for commercial benefits."
My bedroom had not been sun-kissed in months, and a dusty, stuffy smell
hung heavy in the air. As my mother entered the room, a sliver of light crossed my bed
and caused me to cringe. "I guess I am a vampire now," I thought dryly, sweeping my
tongue over my teeth. "Nope, I still have time." She sat down on the side of my bed,
smelling of cigarette smoke and coffee. With dried tears in her eyes she expressed the difficulty of seeing her only child in such a state. She urged me yet again to leave my warm,
soft, fluffy pillows and start to live again. "Please go to your friend, Annelie. It will be
good for you," she said. "I cannot keep seeing you this way."

It is difficult to see the wisdom in front of you or to understand when you
need it the most. As I get older myself! realize that wisdom is not just a clever word. I
pulled out my suitcase, signaling my surrender. A tingle in my core announced that an
adventure was dawning. My suitcase was not very special, a casual dove-blue, hard shell
giant. I always seem to pack for four, but this time I packed with plenty of room left and
wished my travel bag was smaller.

Annelie Meador
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Beautiful Slumber

Raydon Cardenas
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Wicker Chair Man

Eva Andrews
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My Harvest
My shifting fingers begin with the anticipation of bright, long days around the corner
marking the growing sense of summer. I pass over and through the stacks of seeds ready
to meet the soil and use its time to sprout. The team I wish to gather hopefully will
ignite the soil and extend towards a sky with bulks of fruit and meat ready to mix for a
possible great harvest. The season is young and our knowing fresh, what to make when
fall is in sight and the plants full of colorful delights for canning.
The choice is set. My green thumb is now ready for action while coupled earth of dirt
and aromatic fertilizer are prepped and stirred. My rubber boots sink into the soft soil
to mash the stench beneath my feet, the smell of gasoline surrounds me, while a strong
motor screams of the tilling experience. This part has never been a favorite she says as
her husband follows with the smoothing rake to fill the holes.
The night sky falls upon the earth cooling the prepared stage set for seed, too cold to
plant the tiny roots for fear of their demise. Wait for the Mother's holiday to pass for
their pleasure, a remark by the farmer's almanac. Let's see if that will be too early even
still. For now the tiny plants prepared in our green room will have to stay potted until
decent weather becomes our favor.
Ask and you shall receive. The sun shines and heats the earth; summer is felt with hot
days and warm nights. A perfect combination for our peppers of many, tomatoes of
abundance, corn as an experiment, cucumbers of hope as they did not hang on in previous harvests. Gather the small pots from the indoor slumber that has become ever so
small for our anxious food growing out of control. Quickly ... .get them to soil so they
can take advantage of our sweet mixture and begin the plan for what is to come. The
time is taken to gently place the frail limbs of fine roots into the rich hopeful soil, be
careful not to break when digging deep for placement. I remember my garden gloves
and laugh at the sight of my partner bare handed with open skin in the poop, good for
plants but not for my nose.
Each green-yellow stem is planted in the warmth and begins its life .. .. .and my pleasure.
Now becomes my favorite part of watering and helping them grow. I arise each morning and walk out to mounds of dirt. I hope they are as anxious as me to blast them with
freshness on nozzle "shower". I love this time as the morning is slightly cooler. A burning fence creating a shower of steam in front of me, my coffee in hand warms my soul
as I spray on. I imagine the newly planted starters are feeling the reverence as the water
sinks into the root helping the growth.
Time presses on .... .

Nicole Oemke
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An Elegy for Summe(s End

When feverish summer surrenders its first yellow tear,
This warmth is over for the year.
And as I have known the Bame,
so the autumn shows no shame.
Its last bright breath is burning out,
a conscious killing collects about.
All is dying in reds and browns,
but fall to winter and spring is bound.
For just as summer ends in cold,
so shall winters chill unfold.

The fall of summer will repeat,
into the autumns deceiving feat.

Sophia Okada
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Down on All Fours
I am thirty-four years old. Things are falling apart around me but I don't know it yet.
I won't know for a couple more years. I do my mothering things and my neighboring
things. My marriage things and my me things and I think life is hard but worth it. I
don't really know what that means. When I learn what it means it will be because my
world has shattered. Splintered into a million pieces and I won't see any way to fix it.
Things will be good again, but not before we are all run through a pasta grinder.
And rolled back out.
*

I am four years old. I am on the playground at the apartment complex where I live with
my parents and baby sister. The bigger kids are all climbing up the fireman's pole and
sliding back down. They are racing to see who can do it the fastest.
I want to take a turn. Prove that I can do it as fast as the big kids. I stand in line, keeping my eyes down in case someone decides I'm too little and kicks me out. I climb so
fast! I know everyone is amazed. I slide so fast! Too fast. I lose my grip and I fall. It seems
such a long way down. I hurt. Mom is here.
So is blood.
I am sitting on the kitchen counter eating apple sauce and sipping chocolate milk
through the Crazy Straw the neighbor brought over. I will never love a straw as much
as I love this one. I watch as the brown comes up, curls through the twists, finds my
mouth. My mouth can't feel it.
I have stitches in my tongue.

*
I am forty-four years old. I am back in school full-time. The laundry is teetering in
baskets and there are weeds in the flowerbed. When I come home I keep my eyes on the
clean spots. They are becoming harder to find. I want to dig in and get everything back
in order, but I have papers due soon and I still don't understand my math homework.
The back door opens and backpacks clunk to the floor. I remind myself, again, that
things could be so much worse. I try to believe myself and wonder why I'm so shortsighted. I ask my daughter how her day was. I am not surprised by the answer. "It was
fine." I break off a square of my Symphony bar and she gives me the traditional gasp.
And the smile that lowers my blood pressure.

*
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I am fourteen years old. I'm in my flute lesson with Mrs. Bertolio. I feel like crying every
time she asks me to try again or offers advice. I don't understand why. Mrs. Bertolio is
kind and happy. She makes another suggestion and my throat tightens up. My breathing
is uneven and I hope she doesn't notice. It's not her fault, I don't think. My lesson ends
and I go out to the car where mom waits to take me home. I tell her I want to cry over
everything and I don't know why. "It's normal for a girl your age, honey," she tells me.
"Your hormones are making you feel overly emotional." My throat tightens again.
But I breathe more easily now.

*
I am twenty-four years old and can't find my toddler. Only his upside-down bike in the
waist-deep water of the canal. I want to jump in and look for him, but I'm holding my
year-old baby. Instead I stop cars in the street and tell people to get in the water and find
him. "He can't breathe!"
He can't breathe.
There are so many people in the water. Why can't they find him? A man runs two
blocks downstream, trying to get ahead of the current. He has to climb a couple of fences, but they're short and they don't slow him down much. Hurry-he can't breathe! The
man sees a little green flip-flop floating on the water. It is on my son's foot. The man
pulls him out of the water and lays him on the grass in someone's backyard. His skin is
gray and he has no heartbeat.
He isn't breathing.
The person whose backyard they're in hears the commotion and comes out to see what's
going on. He is an EMT. He revives my son. Someone calls to me that they've found
him. My wobbly legs keep me from getting there fast enough. I should have eaten breakfast. And lunch, but I hadn't. The ambulance arrives but they won't let me ride in it. A
policeman drives me to the emergency room. A neighbor must have the baby. I'm not
holding him any more. Doctors and nurses are gathered around my toddler. I try to see
what they're doing, but I don't try very hard. My husband finally arrives.
I bury my face in his chest and let go.
They decide to keep my son in the hospital overnight for observation. I can't leave. I
have been thinking of weaning the baby but lately I'm leaning toward waiting a little
longer. I can't make myselfleave, though, so the weaning will happen tonight.
I send the baby home and I stay.

*

Kimi Farley
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Reflections

When I was around ten years old, we stayed in California with my
aunt for a few months. My aunt seemed to me to be a considerably
stern woman. While in her home, rules had dominion over such
paltry things as acknowledgement and fun. She is the elder sister
and, in a way, seemed to overshadow my mother in her parenting
style; which could easily be called strict and some (I) could even call
it militant. My sisters and I found ourselves striving to please her
so that we would not be grounded or punished in any way. Christmas came that year and, effectively annihilating our excitement and
exuberance, we received tons of underwear and not much else from
her as presents while a cousin received a beautiful new stereo. She did
manage, however to hit one beautiful note for me in the form of the
novel Heidi by Johanna Spyri. This book was for me, a beacon to follow out of the darkness of my disappointment. I felt empowered by
the knowledge that she had taken interest in me enough to realize my
love of reading. And then I opened the book and fell into the beautiful story of a young girl coming into knowledge of sel£ This book
and the beauty of the authors' fluidity of description and poetic style
showed me what literature could really be. I could see myself in Heidi
and Heidi in me. It is as if, without an emotional display similar to
my mother's, my aunt was able to identify within me the need for
recognition as well as my thirst for adventure. Heidi remains to this
day one of my favorite childhood memories.

Kelly Corbray
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Barney Rubble s All Seeing Eye
1

I realize I was missing much more than Scarlet O'Hara's magnoliawhite-skin, green dress, and seventeen-inch waist, but I didn't expect my first
kiss to be on a school bus headed toward Disneyland for a band tour. I probably wouldn't have guessed that the guy's response would be, "Wow. French
Horn players really are the best kissers!" And I would have preferred to have
my dad be a lot more absent than he was. That's right. My dad. On the bus.
Three rows back. The thing is, he was always around. Always.
Not everyone is lucky enough to have their dad teach and coach at
their high school. I know, you're jealous. After all, he was present for my first
kiss. Generally, everyone likes my dad. He's a teacher passionate about history,
government, and politics, and he would do just about anything to transfer his
enthusiasm to his students. He expects kids to work hard and learn their stuff:
no excuses. As a coach of cross-country and track and field of forty years, he
knows what he's talking about. Based on appearances, you might be surprised to discover this. Remember Barney Rubble from The Flinstones? They
might have based that character off of my dad. They just drew Barney as my
dad minus about 80 pounds. So what, he's a fat track coach. There are more
oxymoronic things to be. He loves it, and his athletes' successes prove you don't
always have to practice what you preach.
You know how they say parents have eyes in the back of their heads?
My dad never needed those, because the eyes in the front of his head were constantly focused on me. Seriously, how did that guy teach six periods a day, and
still manage to be in every hallway I walked down? I wouldn't mind the eyes
nearly as much as his voice, "Hi, Beaner!" Yep, Beaner. That's what he calls
me. Always has. Probably always will. When I was really little, he would call
me "Jilly Bean". Beaner is the nickname of the nickname. To be fair, at least he
had a name for me; most of my teachers, and half of the studentbody, knew me
solely as "Mr. Flanagan's daughter."

Jill Ranagan
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6 Fleeting Cowboys
Six fleeting cowboys

Three fleeting cowboys

drivel together in a saloon.

jaw together in a saloon.

The first one hides away

The fourth one barrels through,

mixing bitter pills and booze.

in his hands, his loot.

Five fleeting cowboys

Two fleeting cowboys

blather together in a saloon.

palaver together in a saloon.

The second one is banished

The fifth one is found deceitful

for disavowing smoke of taboo.

and is thrown out like residue.

Four fleeting cowboys

One fleeting cowboy

prate together in a saloon.

settles in silence at the saloon.

The third one snuck away

The sixth one thinks,

to hang himself with a noose.

"I am better off solo, alone,
here, at the saloon."

Alysia LeFevre
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Death of a Homeless Man

I had insulted him; a man I knew nothing about. I had amused myself; a man I knew
very little about as well. A 'Russian Nesting' doll? Obviously he either didn't get the
joke or was so far down the path of hopelessness that a remark, meant only as a humoristic poke, was considered salt rubbed in an already seeping wound.
"Ya know, the wooden dolls? You open one and there's another smaller version waiting
to be opened as well?"
I was referring to the man's coat layering; the month was April and the worst was over.
A little rain, maybe, but the days would only be getting longer and warmer and would
stay that way for at least six months. I could understand rwo coats, and maybe a tattered
sweater underlying the project, but five?
"Good god man, aren't you burning up in there?"
"After a while you don't even notice."
I noticed him though, after being awakened by the sprinklers, morning traffic and
birdsong, the first thing I saw was a very large man sitting across the park at one of the
picnic tables. Turns out he is actually quite a small man, and sevenry percent of his size
was because of his apparel choice.
"I'd rather freeze to death than walk around with all that on." I said
"It's like my backpack, if it doesn't all fit in one bag, than I'm not carrying it."
Ah, the wisdom of a self conscious transient.

John Nelson
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Unknown Progression

The jewel of sadness rolls in the gut,
Twisting pangs of the foresighted condition.
Observing dispassionately the fractional sensations,
One sees a beatific gleam nearly overlooked
On the iridescent line leading from gut yonder,
Tied

to

the majesty of futuristic possibilities .

The roll of the jewel becomes a rhythm,
A beat evolved from the redundancy previous,
Containing the essence of the Before,
But resonating with embrace for the Unknown.

Aaron McCoy
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A Cry to Existence
MADE IN KAZAKHSTAN, TIME ZERO: So, basically, this "flow" was something
like a domino effect, a cascade of events. And of course, the most important event is the
incident with the first domino. In my case, it wasn't a one night stand, it was a sacred
devotion.
WEEK 2: Then began a sensitive period in my life. This was a time, looking back, that I
realize I was under the influence of someone, or even something. Decisions were made for
me and, whether they were good or bad, they became the hallmarks of my life.
I have six siblings and it amazes me at how different we all are. It seems as we
grow older I'm more aware of our unique characteristics. It's funny to think I may share
the same eye color as my sister, but looking out of the blue, we don't always share the same
views. The encryption that took place on me in those delicate days, wasn't all that there
was to me.
WEEK 12: I could confess one of my deepest struggles is Fear. More specifically, Fear of
the future and its partner, Unknown. "What if?" is a classic in my book collection. Back
in the day if one remarked "don't lose heart," it wouldn't hold significance for me as it does
now. In fact, "losing heart" would have meant nothing to me, but every single, discovered
beat of it meant the world to someone else.
WEEK 16: I must be a pretty curious person, or maybe just social. I'm always wondering what people are thinking. I tell people if I had to choose a super power, it would be
to read minds. I also say that I don't believe in the word "boring". But, if there were no
diversity, I would have to make an exception. There are so many factors in difference, but
interestingly only two choices, "M" or "F", on any given document. Ironically, now, the
letter makes a world of difference, dictating the rhythm of my life. I backtrack 27 years
and realize it wasn't just something to flaunt, to be marked and displayed for all to jubilate,
but to the weak and exhausted one, it was a silent wish granted.
I smile to think I evolved that day into just what was wanted and expected. I
found that expectations are the key in many of my relationships, the most important one
is with my mother. When I look back at my childhood years, growing up, I realize that
one my greatest influences was the prayers and hopes she projected onto my life. I have
been more and more convinced that I thrive on my mother's approval, or rather, blessing.
Most of my decisions in life were either made following her advice, or spending many
hours contemplating how I could justify ignoring it.
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My rite of passage wasn't the cutting of six tribal marks upon my forehead but,
rather, a secret exchange of feminine goods as my older sister joyously whispered "You are
now a woman! " I can't say exactly when the stamp of adulthood was embedded upon me,
but I'd like to recall a time when "I found myself".
WEEK 19: I felt as though I was awaked from an eternity of sleep. It wasn't a hitting the
snooze button a million times kind of revival. It's being startled by unseen voices echoing
in the darkness. There was a voice however that beckoned my serenity. It drew me in
when panic overtook me as light and sound would penetrate my calm existence.
I sensed this time of tranquility coming to an end as the space around me narrowed, pushing on me from every side. This restlessness then cast a scar onto my childhood, as I would run the streets, with no intent of turning back. If only the streets hadn't
been covered by a blanket of darkness and my tiny belly were continually satisfied, I would
have roamed this earth forever more. We reminisce these pastimes with my folks. They
chuckle while recalling endless stories of adventure with no guarantee of my return.
WEEK 24: These are the tales that help connect the dots. It's no surprise why I crave to
venture out and run free , this thirst for ongoing endeavors around the globe and reaching
out to touch just one more life. How blind I was to think the chain that held me then
would not come loose. My mother recollects the ways I seemed to threaten to come loose.
I scratched and clawed to find my way, to vacate forever the cell that held me locked. My
careless stabs and punches hurt the very one who brought serenity upon my darkest hours.
WEEK 40: And finally she could no longer stand the ache, or maybe nature beckoned,
as piercing screams diffused into my crammed abode. With no allay, no quick relief,
the shock slashed violently the one my life depended on. It could have been my most
traumatic memory, yet somehow it dissolves and vanishes as only the rays oflight met my
gasp for air.
The shaking hands that cradled me that afternoon still to this day hold their
embrace upon my days. And when fear shadows me as I gaze on her withering physique,
into her tired eyes, I am reminded of that phrase I heard just yesterday:

''A mother's hug lasts long after she lets go."

Irina Choi
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Signs of Life

Alexis Nelson
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Signs of Life

Alexis Nelson
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Leaves Fall

How to express the love of the leaves fall?
The gentle flutter of their colors,
all in allthe reds, the oranges, the yellowsoul to soothe, heart to mellow.
How to express the love of the leaves fall?
A moment's escape from life and its all.

McKel! Hadlock
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Five Mile Pass

Lindsay Daniels
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We Could Be Seen Inhaling Together

We could be seen inhaling together

Nothing could enter

The sweet incense of existence

What we created
And held up between us

The demons that we buried together
Could never rise up against us

To say that the peace
We made was the

Their shadows consumed by light

Product of our union

Their bones laid side by side

Would only be half-right

Rendered meaningless by love
What I remember better
I remember your swimming in my brain

Was your setting aside

Rising high and low slow and fast

The tangible and the

To meet any current

Merely essential

While we could

And examining more closely

We would possess

What we could not be sure we saw

Every mention of
Reflected time

The disappearing brushwork
Of consciousness

Using it over and over

The counting back to zero

Treading slowly back

Of color

The way we came

Gary Howard
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Glenn Party of One-Third
I

On a hot July afternoon in 2009 I sat in a mall food court with my friend
Glenn . He is not very tall, standing only five foot nine inches. His hair is cut short and
nicely trimmed. On his face are thin rimmed glasses. Glenn has been telling jokes and
making me laugh. He has a talent for accents and some have even dubbed him the master impressionist . One of his voices I had started calling Lenny. This voice is of a person
who has Down syndrome. I have never found this voice offensive, just funny.
During our food court conversation I said, let's play truth or dare. I told Glenn
that on the way back home I was daring him to get on the Trax train and say, out loud,
in front of everybody, his "Woohoo! I like chocolate milk!" This phrase can get me to
shoot milk out my nose.
I took my tray to the trash can and began leaving when I heard my name. I
stopped because it wasn't said right. I turned around and found my friend now walking with a limp and dragging one leg and calling me, "Emly." He was leaving out the
I in my name. He spoke with his jaw to one side and his tongue was hanging out. I
asked him, "Glenn what are you doing? Wait until we get on the train." My friend had
changed. I thought he was taking on the dare a little early and asked him again to stop
and wait. I walked farther away from him and he began chasing me outside the food
court and into the outdoor mall saying, "Emly wait! You have a wait for me. Don leave
me."
Now I was scared and running away from him. Others were staring at me, giving me evil eyes like I was mistreating a handicapped person. I wanted to scream, "He is
not handicapped or disabled. I don't know who this is!" After about a good ten minutes Glenn came back to his usual self and I asked him why he acted like that. He just
laughed. I found out a couple years later that his accent I had named Lenny, was named
Timmy. Glenn had an MPD.
Multiple Personality Disorder, now changed to Dissociative Identity Disorder, is a mental illness where one person has a mind with two or more "others." One of
which is the actual person and the others are other identities created by the main self to
help deal with or cope with a certain situation, mostly some form of child abuse. Studies
have shown that in most cases a person with this disorder usually has more than one
"other" identity. On that July afternoon I had only met Timmy.
Fast forward to a Sunday at Glenn and his new wife's, new apartment in
September of this year and he is telling me that he has two personalities. His very thick
British accent was also an "other." It didn't surprise me. I had had multiple conversations
with Glenn talking like a Brit from England because I too can do a pretty good British
accent and we talk like that most of the time we are together. I thought it was just Glenn
doing a good impersonation, "Nope." Glenn told me. "It was Charlie."
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By himself Glenn is a funny, smart, God-loving guy. He likes a good beer, loves
a good party and is always ready to help a friend if they need it. In March of this year
Glenn celebrated his birthday at Buffalo Wild Wings. He showed up wearing a faded,
red, Where's "Waldo T- shirt, with white plaid shorts and green suspenders. On his face
were white, oversized glasses in the shape of two beers with the base of the bottles cut
out for the eyes. These you would find in a comedy/ Halloween store. He wore what
looked like golf shoes on his feet. Guests at the party looked at his fiancee and asked,
"What happened to him?" To which she would reply, "I let him dress himself." For those
who don't know Glenn's story they might think he is dressed this way due to a pre-party
hangover.
Glenn sees me and his eyes go wide. His jaw goes to one side, his tongue comes
out and he waves one hand really fast. Timmy has said hello. I realize that the first half
of Glenn's outfit is Timmy's doing. The Where's "Waldo T-shirt is a favorite of Timmy's.
It's like a joke, "Ha-He. Where's Timmy?" Since Glenn has told me about Timmy I can
now recognize when Timmy comes out. I have only had few conversations with Timmy
where Glenn doesn't know what happened to the time. These are called blackouts.
When Glenn told me about Charlie I hadn't had any blackout conversations
with him. That's why I always assumed it was just Glenn but Glenn knows about it. He
was just there "watching," as he calls it. The more I talk to Glenn the more I learned
about Timmy and Charlie. Glenn was a victim of child sexual abuse and this is the cause
of his having multiple identities. He has used these two friends, as he calls them, to help
cope. He knows something happened in third grade but Timmy holds the memory of it
and has only told me. Charlie also knows about it and both believe that it is not a good
time for Glenn to know right now. I agree and because Glenn doesn't remember the
whole memory, only bits and pieces, I will not be sharing it here.
In my talking to Glenn I asked him about Charlie. Glenn had told me when
he told me about Timmy that he was bi-sexual. And when I found out about Charlie
I asked him if Charlie was gay. He said yes. Up to this point I had not had a blackout
conversation with Charlie but two weekends ago, at his wife's birthday party, I got my
chance.
I witnessed Glenn come behind his wife's step dad and go up behind him in a
very gay action. They both laughed and Glenn went outside. I followed him out there
and immediately started to talk like a Brit.
"I saw that you know." Glenn's face went blank. He smiled and responded in a
thick accent that my old roommate from North Wales said was better than hers.
"Oh, you did?"
"Yes I did." He laughs and replies.
"Well you can't let Timmy have all the fun now can you? And Michael's great.
He's such a good bloke."
"He didn't mind you doing that?"
"No. I can do that wif 'im. He's such a good sport about it."

Emily Beck
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Master

Sherrie Hogan
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I Wait
I wait
in bed each morning as the minutes tick by
quickly.
I sigh
jerking the covers off and forcing myself out of bed.
Another day begins like all the others with the clinking of spoons in bowls,
older boys talking, little boys arguing, and reliving the same day,
over and over.
Backpacks on and hugs goodbye; the house is finally quiet.
Too quiet.
It should be filled with the beauty of her smile, the light of her eyes.
It should be filled with her hugs, her questions, her little girl shoes clicking on the floor.
But this silence fills the wide open spaces; it seeps into every crack and every crevice.
It demands to be heard each waking moment, and even in my dreams
allows me no peace.
I wait.
The phone rings
jarring the silence of the house, setting my heart racing.
A mother's hope rises for a brief moment.
Click.
I should have known better, it was not
The Call.
She is not coming back.
Yet.
I wait
in bed each night and cry as the minutes tick by
slowly.

Robin Glassey
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